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David Watkins is the 2011 Georgia Teacher of the Year. Watkins' love of piano
was evident in his formative years when he entered a piano and organ store in
Hapeville, Georgia and asked for lessons in exchange for answering the phone,
taking out the trash, and cleaning. Watkins remembers these events warmly
giving thanks and acknowledgement to the teachers who nurtured, mentored and
inspired him. Betty Reed Moore and Llewellyn Scott Moore taught him the
importance of professional membership in addition to providing a strong music
foundation. Moore's involvement in the Piano Guild and Scott's involvement in
GMTA and GMEA gave Watkins opportunities for auditions, performance and
performance. Watkins affirms the importance of this professional experience:
I have encouraged my students to become involved with GMTA and other
organizations because I want them and their students to have the same
opportunities for growth and networking that have been available to me through the efforts of those who
supported GMTA before me. I am proud to say that several of my former students have served, or are
currently serving as officers in local chapters of GMTA. Several of my former students are currently on
faculties of colleges and universities. Others have well established private studios, and whose students are
participating in GMTA auditions.
Watkins continued his involvement in professional organizations throughout his career. His service has included
being a member of MTNA since 1974; serving as 1994-Â-â€1996 GMTA President and 1988-Â-â€1990 Vice
President of Programs; member of the Cobb County Music Teachers Association since 1980; and, repeated
terms of service to the Cobb MTA as Auditions Chair and Program Chair. Many musicians around Georgia have
met Watkins at the many events he has adjudicated.
In addition to his personal piano studio and Jim Scott Studios, Watkins has taught at the following institutions
and events: the Eastern Music Festival, Georgia College and State University, Kennesaw State University, and
Emory University. His performances include numerous solo recitals, collaborative recitals, concerto
performances, lecture recitals and premiere performances of works by Sherr, Underwood, Anderson, and
Everett. Many solo recitals have been broadcast on WABE-FM.
The mark of a teacher's success can be measured by the teacher's students and their activities; students that exit
the teacher's studio choose the paths cleared during sound tutelage. Five of Watkins students are now higher
education professors. Other students have won numerous awards and scholarships through events sponsored by
GMTA, Georgia Music Educators Association, and the Atlanta Steinway Society. Robert Henry was a fourth
prize winner in the 1999 Ibla Grand Prize International Piano Competition in Sicily, Italy; First Prize in the
Clara Wells National Piano Scholarship Competition at Penn State; and, MTNA Young Chang Collegiate Artist
Piano Competition. His students are frequent participants in master classes.

Friends and past students are happy to applaud Watkins' performance and pedagogical gifts. Wayne Gibson, past
GMTA President, says, "I have heard more than thirty of Mr. Watkins' concerts over the years, including his
Carnegie Hall debut and a dozen or more performances with Orchestra. He is an outstanding soloist,
accompanist and chamber musician." Robert Henry reports:
Years ago, when I was but an aspiring concert pianist, I wanted a 'conservatory experience' while staying
close to home, and I realized that such an experience was possible within his studio. Under his guidance, I
have personally achieved international acclaim, having won the gold medal in four international Piano
Competitions, and making my own Carnegie Hall debut in 2002. My years with Prof. Watkins were
pivotal, and he provided the foundation for my ongoing success.
GMTA applauds David Watkins for a successful career in preparing pianists though dedication, musicianship,
and service.

SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT TEACHING PIANO
by David Watkins
As I continue to teach and practice through the years, certain pieces of advice seem to come up at every turn,
not only in the studio, but in my own practice and performance. Below are a few of those ideas that keep being
repeated. I hope that, as you read this, ideas will ring true with you in your own teaching and performance, and
perhaps give you another way of saying the same things we all say to our students and to ourselves on a daily
basis. I also congratulate you all on your dedication to passing on the art of music to your students, and through
them to future generations.
Always warm up: I have always found it necessary and desirable to warm up. Our hands are like little athletes
that must be prepared for the work ahead. The greatest pianists have advocated a solid diet of easy stretching,
repetition exercises, sc ales and arpeggios of all kinds, and creating exercises from difficulties encountered in
the music. Practicing these things also gives the pianist an intimate working relationship between the hands and
the keyboard, as well as insight into how the greatest pianist/composers “think with their hands” as they
compose.
Do enough of this type of work to warm up properly before practicing and playing. This is important for
students from the most elementary to the most advanced levels. I am grateful to my teachers for stressing this.
My undergraduate teacher at NEC, Lucille Monaghan used to say” If you encounter a difficulty in the music, go
on a campaign to conquer it.” As one example, I remember that she made me practice the descending “trickles”
in the trio section of Chopin’s Scherzo in c-sharp minor, Op. 39 in all major and minor keys chromatically.
Practice the music as it should be played: Once you develop an ideal of how you want to play the music, then
whatever way you are practicing it, be true to that ideal. Many teachers play new pieces for less advanced
students before sending them home to practice. When doing this, always play with emotion and shape, and
encourage the student to play with emotion as well. Music has a powerful and unique emotional message for
each person. It is important to always be in touch with the emotional life of the music in the working out of a
piece.

While it is important to stress to the student that music is built in phrases that contain a melodic, harmonic and
rhythmic shape, and that these phrases work together as larger sections that have climactic moments, we should
always have our emotional response at the heart of our work with the piece. We can constantly remind the
student to be emotionally responsive to the music. While encouraging students to practice thoroughly, we often
tell them to do things like practice in different rhythms, move accents around within the beat, practice fast
passages slowly, slower passages more quickly, practice hands alone, etc. It is important to stress that the
emotional life of the music should be ever present in this type of work.
Now for a list of “short” suggestions:
Avoid “false” accents: accents that are out of place, metrically or melodically.
In general, play in more toward the fallboard when black keys are used. I find that students gravitate outward to
the white keys, and this causes excessive opening and closing of the fingers. This often inhibits speed and
evenness.
There are two kinds of practice: practice and practice/performance. In practicing, fix mistakes when they
happen, not later. When you are practice/performing, try not to stop, but go back and fix mistakes immediately
after finishing.
The body is built for curvilinear motion. Always try to play with curvilinear motion.
While stretching the hand is often necessary, try not to stretch more or longer than necessary.
Deciding when and where to look is an important decision in accomplishing leaps successfully.
Listen “within” the beat for tonal and rhythmic evenness in passagework.
As you play, try to hear what your audience is hearing. Listen to the sound that is coming back to you. A wise
person said to me long ago to “Listen in the third person.”
Always listen for voicing and balance, no matter what type of practice you are doing at any point.
Always project the melody. The listener should never have to wonder what is most important melodically in
your performance.
When playing the music of any period, play it in the style of that period; but always remember that music
contains an emotional message regardless of when it was written.
The memorization process is a ”muscle” that we need to use constantly in order to keep it in shape. I hope that
you will be able to use these suggestions in your own teaching and playing.

